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Abstract. In the identification of subjects with lung cancer, 
increased DNA methylation of the SHOX2 gene locus in bron-
chial aspirates has previously been proven to be a clinically 
valuable biomarker. This is particularly true in cases where the 
cytological and histological results following bronchoscopy are 
undetermined. This previous case control study was conducted 
using research assay components and a complex work flow. To 
facilitate the use in a diagnostic setting, a CE marked in vitro 
diagnostic test kit to quantify SHOX2 DNA methylation in bron-
chial aspirates was developed and characterized. The presented 
assay for measuring SHOX2 DNA methylation in bronchial 
aspirates is based on two major steps: generation of bisulfite 
converted template DNA from patient samples followed by 
subsequent determination of SHOX2 biomarker methylation by 
real-time PCR. Individual kits for DNA preparation, real-time 

PCR analysis and work flow control were developed. This study 
describes the analytical performance (reproducibility, accuracy, 
interfering substances, cross-reactivity) of the in vitro diagnostic 
(IVD) test kit ‘Epi proLung BL Reflex Assay’. In addition, the 
intended use of the test was validated in a clinical performance 
evaluation (case control) study comprised of 250 patients 
(125 cases, 125 controls). The results describe the test as a robust 
and reliable diagnostic tool for identifying patients with lung 
cancer using Saccomanno-fixed bronchial lavage specimens 
(AUC [95% confidence intervals] = 0.94 [0.91-0.98], sensitivity 
78% [69-86]/specificity 96% [90-99]). This test may be used as a 
diagnostic adjunct to existing clinical and pathological investiga-
tions in lung cancer.

Introduction

Lung cancer is responsible for more deaths than any other 
malignancy and is the second most common cancer in both men 
and women representing about 15% of all cancer diagnoses (1).

Currently, no screening for lung cancer has been implemented 
into clinical practice, therefore patients suspected of having lung 
cancer are diagnosed because of symptoms or secondarily to 
other clinical imaging investigations. A patient suspected of 
having lung cancer normally undergoes a full clinical workup 
which includes CT-scanning followed by bronchoscopy. At this 
time, bronchoscopy and the pathological assessment of tissue 
or cytological specimen obtained during the procedure, is the 
method of choice for the confirmation of the diagnosis of a 
suspected malignant lung disease.

In about half of the patients suspected of having lung cancer, 
the establishment of a final diagnosis after the first broncho-
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scopy fails (2), which triggers additional invasive diagnostic 
procedures. Even when there is a strong suspicion of lung cancer 
because of signs, symptoms and radiological findings, it often 
takes considerable effort and invasive procedures to obtain tissue 
samples, i.e., biopsies, to allow for the definitive confirmation of 
the presence of lung cancer.

DNA methylation plays an important role in regulating 
cellular differentiation and development (3) and aberrant meth-
ylation patterns comprise a major epigenetic feature of human 
cancers including lung (4-6). DNA methylation biomarkers 
in samples such as sputum and bronchial washings are now 
considered among the most important tools in lung cancer 
early detection research (7-9) while oral scrapes have also been 
suggested as a possible surrogate tissue for such screening 
purposes (10). A wide range of DNA methylation abnormalities 
in NSCLC tumors have been previously demonstrated (11-13).

The relative abundance of methylated SHOX2 gene copies 
in plasma is a sensitive and specific biomarker for lung cancer, 
in particular for SCLC and squamous cell carcinoma (14). 
Hypermethylation of the human homeobox gene SHOX2 (short 
stature homeobox 2) has previously been shown to be frequently 
accompanied by gene amplification (15). The positive perfor-
mance of the SHOX2 DNA methylation biomarker in plasma 
could be due to a correlation of DNA methylation and locus 
amplification in malignant cells (15). These accompanying 
effects render SHOX2 DNA methylation an attractive biomarker 
for malignant lung disease, particularly when sensitive detection 
is required (15).

DNA methylation of the SHOX2 gene locus has previously 
also been reported in a case control study with more than 500 
patients (16) to be a sensitive and specific biomarker based on 
the analysis of bronchial fluids from patients with suspected lung 
cancer (16). Such a biomarker is clinically valuable, particularly 
when a final diagnosis cannot be established by histology or 
cytology after the first bronchoscopy. A diagnostic test with a 
high specificity can reduce the need for further costly and inva-
sive procedures and therefore minimize the time until treatment 
can begin. The previous case control study was conducted using 
research assay components. To facilitate the use in a diagnostic 
setting, an in vitro diagnostic test kit, the Epi proLung BL Reflex 
Assay was developed and validated for CE-marking through 
the experiments described herein. Analytical performance is 
described by means of cut-off verification, accuracy, daily-use 
reproducibility, interfering substances and cross reactivity. 
Clinical performance is evaluated in a case control study using 
specimens from 250 patients (125 controls, 125 cases) who were 
investigated for suspected lung cancer. The results indicate that 
this new test allows for accurate detection of SHOX2 DNA 
methylation in bronchial lavage specimens.

Materials and methods

Patients, specimens, and model samples
Patients and sampling procedure. This study was performed 
with informed consent (written) and approved by the North 
West 2 Research Ethics Committee (Liverpool Central).

All patients donating samples for this study were investi-
gated for suspected lung cancer. All bronchial lavage samples 
were collected during bronchoscopy by aspiration with a 
flexible bronchoscope from the region of the suspicious lesion 

after injecting 10-20 ml of isotonic saline solution and prior to 
starting any cancer specific treatment, if applicable. Specimen 
were fixed with equal volume of Saccomanno's fixative and 
stored at room temperature for up to 12 years.

Establishment of methylation cut-off for patient stratification 
study. Left-over bronchial lavage samples from six selected 
patients analyzed in a previous study (16) was used in order to 
transfer the clinical decision point to the test kit. The median 
methylation of these patient samples represented the cut-off of 
the previous study.

Clinical performance evaluation study. Bronchial lavage 
samples from 250 patients (125 cases, 125 controls) used for 
clinical validation were collected in the course of the Liverpool 
Lung Project Research Program (17) (University of Liverpool 
Cancer Research Centre, Liverpool, UK).

Table I describes the detailed characteristics of the patient 
population. The diagnosis of lung cancer was confirmed by 
cytology and/or histology from biopsy or surgical resection 
specimen. Patients suspected of having lung cancer who 
underwent a workup in the same hospitals and at the same 
time period but who did not show any evidence of malignant 
lung disease and had a minimum cancer free survival of one 
year were considered as the control group.

Analytical performance, sample quality control and sample 
validity. Bronchial lavage samples for characterizing the 
analytical performance of the test were provided by the Charité 
University Hospital (Berlin, Germany). These samples were 
used solely for analyzing the analytical performance of the 
test. Therefore, a final diagnosis was not required. Eighty-four 
individual samples were analyzed to determine the number 
of valid results which can be obtained from freshly prepared 
samples. In addition, three model bronchial lavage samples 
(A-C) were prepared by pooling these individual samples in 
order to obtain sufficient material to test the analytical perfor-
mance of the assay. The content of methylated SHOX2 DNA in 
these model bronchial lavage samples was adjusted by spiking 
HeLa cells which were shown to be methylated at the SHOX2 
locus (data not shown).

Model DNAs with defined methylation levels. DNA from 
peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) and universal methyl-
ated DNA (Millipore, Billerica, MA) were mixed to produce 
model DNA samples with defined levels (0.1, 0.8, and 1.6%) 
of methylated target and unmethylated background DNA. The 
DNA concentration of PBL and universal methylated DNA 
was determined by UV spectrophotometry using a Nanodrop 
ND-1000 spectral photometer (Nanodrop Technologies, 
Wilmington, DE, USA).

Determination of SHOX2 DNA methylation levels in bronchial 
lavage samples using the Epi proLung BL Reflex Assay
Test principle. The CE marked in vitro diagnostic test Epi 
proLung BL Reflex Assay is comprised of the three individual 
kits Epi proLung BL DNA Preparation Kit for the prepara-
tion of bisulfite converted DNA using ammonium bisulfite 
chemistry (15), the Epi proLung BL real-time PCR Kit for 
quantitative and sensitive determination of SHOX2 DNA 
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methylation, and the Epi proLung BL Work Flow Control Kit 
for controlling the whole work flow.

The Epi proLung BL DNA Preparation Kit was optimized 
for the lysis of cellular material from 2 ml Saccomanno-fixed 
bronchial lavage samples followed by bisulfite-conversion 
of DNA contained in the lysate. After a final purification 
step, the DNA is suited for the analysis of the methylation 
status by real-time PCR amplification using the Epi proLung 
BL real-time PCR Kit. This real-time PCR kit combines 
HeavyMethyl™ (18) (Fig. 1) and TaqMan® technologies 

together with the ΔΔCT method (19,20) for the determination 
of the relative amount of methylated SHOX2. Real-time PCR 
is a duplex reaction for the simultaneous detection of two 
independent targets in a single tube. One target which serves 
as a reference measurement is a methylation-unspecific PCR 
for quantification of total input DNA based on the actin-β 
(ACTB) gene. The PCR for assaying the DNA methylation of 
SHOX2 is a methylation-specific HeavyMethyl™ PCR. The 
HeavyMethyl™ technology (Fig. 1) is based on amplifica-
tion of bisulfite converted DNA using methylation unspecific 

Table I. Characteristics of the patient population.a

  Total Cases Controls
  ---------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------
  250 (100%) 125 (100%) 125 (100%)

Age (years)
 ≤50     9   (4%)     3   (2%)   6   (5%)
 51-60   55 (22%)   20 (16%)   35 (28%)
 >60 186 (74%) 102 (82%)   84 (67%)
 Median age   66   67   65
 Age range 45-86 46-85 45-86

Smoking habits
 Non-smokers   27  (11%)     2   (2%)   25 (20%)
 Smokers (current and former) 221 (88%) 123 (98%)   98 (78%)
 Unknown smoking status     2   (1%)     0   (0%)   2   (2%)
 Range packs/years (smokers only) 2-252 4-252 2-92
 Median packs/years (smokers only)   41   47   32
 Mean packs/years (smokers only)   45   53   34

Gender
 Female 117 (47%)   53 (42%)   64 (51%)
 Male 133 (53%)   72 (58%)   61 (49%)

Histology subtype
 NSCLC (squamous cell carcinoma)     x   28 (22%)     x
 NSCLC (adenocarcinoma)     x   26 (21%)     x
 NSCLC (NOS)     x     9   (7%)     x
 SCLC     x   40 (32%)     x
 Carcinoma     x   16 (12%)     x
 Large cell carcinoma     x     2   (2%)     x
 Carcinoid     x     3   (2%)     x
 Malignant neoplasm     x     1   (1%)     x

Cytology result
 Positive   45 (18%) 45 (36%)     0   (0%)
 Negative 181 (72%) 65 (52%) 116 (93%)
 Suspicious   18   (7%) 14 (11%)     4   (3%)
 Unknown     6   (2%)   1   (1%)     5   (4%)

aClinical data of the 250 patient samples (125 cases, 125 controls) included into the clinical validation study.
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primers in combination with methylation specific blocking 
oligonucleotides, thereby enabling the sensitive and specific 
amplification of methylated DNA (18). Detection of amplifica-
tion is performed using TaqMan® probes. The Epi proLung 
BL Calibrator contained in the real-time PCR kit is used for 
the calculation of a relative methylation value according to the 
ΔΔCT method (19,20). This calibrator is also used to stabilize 
the test results with regard to inter-plate, inter-instrument, 
inter-operator and daily-use variability.

The Epi proLung BL Work Flow Control Kit contains posi-
tive and negative control material to be used when processing 
Saccomanno-fixed bronchial lavage fluid through a procedure 
of DNA preparation, amplification and detection.

Preparation of bisulfite DNA. Bisulfite DNA from Saccomanno-
fixed bronchial lavage samples was prepared following the 
instructions for use (IFU) from the Epi proLung BL DNA 
Preparation Kit (Epigenomics AG, Berlin, Germany). Samples 
from the clinical validation study were randomized and processed 
in batches comprised of six patient samples and one Epi proLung 
BL Work Flow Positive Control and one Epi proLung BL Work 
Flow Negative Control each. The work flow controls were used 
strictly following the IFU from the Epi proLung BL Work Flow 
Control Kit (Epigenomics AG, Berlin, Germany).

For the preparation of bisulfite DNA from model DNAs 
using the Epi proLung BL DNA Preparation Kit, the DNA was 
directly subjected to the bisulfite reaction without prior DTT 
and proteinase K treatment.

Real-time PCR analysis. DNA methylation of the SHOX2 gene 
was quantified on an AB 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR System 
(Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) using the Epi proLung BL real-

time PCR Kit following the respective protocol in the instructions 
for use.

Results

Analytical performance
Reproducibility and accuracy. Reproducibility of the test kit 
was evaluated by analyzing three different model bronchial 
lavage samples (pooled individual samples, A-C) and three 
model DNAs (different mixtures of methylated [0.1, 0.8 and 
1.6%] in unmethylated DNA). Batches with eight determina-
tions (three model DNAs and three pooled lavage samples, one 
Positive and one Negative Control from the Epi proLung BL 
Work Flow Control Kit) were run through the whole work flow. 
Altogether, 27 such batches were run through three different 
operators on different days. Each operator used three different 
reagent (kit) lots and three different PCR instruments for 
analysis. Additionally, different types of instrument software 
were used to evaluate any software based effects on raw data 
and test results. To assess reproducibility, mean ∆∆CT, SD, 
%CV and ANOVA p-values were calculated.

As shown in Fig. 2 and Table II, the assay provided highly 
reproducible results when samples were processed and analyzed 
in different batches/runs, by different operators, on different 
instruments and using different reagent (kit) lots. In some cases, 
different operators, instruments or runs revealed to be significant 
sources of result variability, as indicated by p<0.05. However, 
overall variability of tested samples was low except for model 
lavage sample A, which was the sample with the lowest relative 
amount of methylated SHOX2. As this low concentrated sample 
resulted in ∆∆CT values far above the clinical cut-off (definition 
of the clinical cut-off is described in section ‘Clinical perfor-
mance’), the final test result (test negative) was not affected by the 
increase of variability compared to higher concentrated samples. 
With regard to the final test results based on dichotomization at 
the cut-off (∆∆CT 9.5 as determined below), all determinations 
from same samples led to concordant test results (model lavage 
sample A and 0.1% methylated model DNA: test negative; model 
lavage sample B and C, 0.8 and 1.6% methylated model DNAs: 
test positive), irrespective of different test variables, i.e., opera-
tors, instruments, software, kit lots (Fig. 2).

Interfering substances and cross reactivity. Cross-reactivity of 
the test kit was evaluated by analyzing spiked controls from 
Epi proLung BL Work Flow Control Kit with DNA from bacteria 
that are commonly found in the respiratory tract of patients 
with lung disease (21,22). The following organisms were 
tested and had no effect on test performance (data not shown): 
Mycobacterium sp., Haemophilus influenzae, Streptococcus 
pneumoniae, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Chlamidophila pneu-
moniae.

Performance of the test kit was evaluated in the pres-
ence of different interfering substances. For this purpose 
two independent model lavage samples were spiked with 
potential interfering substances frequently present in the 
lung of patients with symptoms of respiratory disease. The 
following substances were tested and had no effect on test 
performance (data not shown): hemoglobin (50 µg/ml), 
glucocorticoid (300 µg/l), salbutamolsulfate (400 µg/l), 

Figure 1. HeavyMethyl™ real-time PCR technology in principal. Blocker 
oligonucleotides bind specifically to bisulfite converted unmethylated DNA, 
therefore preventing primers from binding to the same template. A TaqMan® 
probe allows for the specific detection of the PCR product derived from bisulfite 
converted methylated DNA.
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unconverted genomic DNA (1 µg), tobacco smoke condensate 
and mucin (2.5 µg/ml).

Clinical performance
Overview. Bronchial lavage specimens were analyzed in the 
course of three individual studies in order to establish a clin-
ical cut-off for patient stratification and to show the clinical 
performance of the test kit.

Establishment of methylation cut-off for patient stratifica-
tion: Six selected samples from a previous study (16) have been 
analyzed in order to map the methylation cut-off from a previous 

study onto the Epi proLung BL Reflex Assay. The selected 
samples showed methylation levels close to the methylation 
cut-off (3 samples above and 3 samples were below the cut-off) 
from the previous study (16).

Sample quality control and sample validity: Eighty-four 
freshly prepared Saccomanno-fixed samples were analyzed to 
show how many valid results according to the instruction for use 
of the Epi proLung BL DNA Preparation Kit can be expected 
from freshly prepared samples as analyzed in the clinical routine.

Clinical performance evaluation: The intended use of the test 
kit was validated in a retrospective case control study comprised 
of Saccomanno-fixed bronchial lavage samples from 250 patients 
(125 cases and 125 controls).

Establishment of methylation cut-off for patient stratification. 
SHOX2 methylation has been reported to be a suited lung cancer 
biomarker in bronchial aspirates (16). In this study, it has also 
been shown that low level background methylation was found 
even in samples from patients without lung cancer. This requires 
a specific methylation value as a clinical decision point (cut-off) 
in order to identify patients with high risk of having lung cancer 
(false-positives ≤5%). The decision point of the assay has been 
defined by means of cut-off optimization on the clinical study 
previously described (16). To establish the cut-off for the test 
kit, left-over material from a set of six patients was selected 
which best represent the methylation level at the cut-off. The 
median methylation level of these patients (∆∆CTCut-Off = 9.5) 
was determined using the Epi proLung BL Reflex Assay and 
established as a clinical decision point for the assay. According 
to this clinical cut-off, samples with ∆∆CT values <9.5 are rated 
as test positive while samples with ∆∆CT values >9.5 are rated 
as test negative based on the IFU procedure.

Sample quality control and sample validity. The Epi proLung 
BL DNA Preparation Kit is used for bisulfite conversion and 
subsequent purification of cellular DNA from 2 ml Saccomanno-
fixed bronchial lavage. Only samples which yielded a minimum 
nucleic acid amount are suitable for result interpretation after 
real-time PCR analysis, as too low DNA concentrations can 
lead to high variability. The total amount of bisulfite converted 
DNA purified from individual samples is analyzed via the ACTB 
reference assay and is represented by its CT value. According 

Figure 2. Reproducibility of Epi proLung BL Reflex Assay. Reproducibility 
of the Epi proLung BL Reflex Assay was evaluated by analyzing three model 
lavage samples (pooled Saccomanno-fixed bronchial lavage specimens (pools 
A-C]) and three different methylated model DNAs (0.1, 0.8 and 1.6% methyl-
ated). Two out of the three model lavage samples and two out of three model 
DNA mixtures where below the cut-point (test positive), one was above the 
cut-point (test-negative). The samples were analyzed by three different opera-
tors on different days using three different reagent (kit) lots and three different 
PCR instruments in order to introduce the highest possible variability into the 
test results.

Table II. Summary statistics of bronchial lavage model samples (pools A-C) and model DNAs (mixtures of artificially methylated 
DNA and DNA from PBL) analyzed in course of the reproducibility analysis.

 Pool A Pool B Pool C 0.1% methylated 0.8% methylated 1.6% methylated 
    model DNA model DNA model DNA

Mean ∆∆CT 13.02 7.86 5.48 10.98 8.15 6.85
SD   1.44 0.29 0.25   0.45 0.30 0.27
%CV 11.06 3.69 4.56   4.10 3.68 3.94
Inter-instrument (p-value) 0.0484a 0.1260 0.0015a 0.6324 0.1704 0.1523
Inter-operator (p-value) 0.0073a 0.8625 0.3888 0.7169 0.4138 0.4133
Inter-run (p-value) 0.1271 0.0567 0.0003a 0.0472a 0.0298a 0.0528

aIf ANOVA p<0.05, then different operators, instruments or runs were a significant sources of result variability.
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to the instructions for use, only samples with ACTB-CT values 
(median of triplicate measurement) <29 are allowed for result 
interpretation. Samples showing higher ACTB-CT values are 
excluded from analysis because their DNA yield was too low. 
In the clinical performance evaluation study archived samples, 
stored for up to 12 years were used. This retrospective study 
design was required since follow-up data from control patients 
was needed to ensure that they remained lung cancer-free for 
at least 12 months after bronchoscopy in the Liverpool Lung 
Project Research Program (17) case-control data set under 
investigation. The long-term storage of the samples led to a 
loss of DNA and therefore higher ACTB-CTs. The 250 samples 
analyzed in the course of the clinical performance evaluation 
study as describe below resulted on average in an ACTB-CT 
of 28.4. The ACTB-CT strongly correlated with the age of the 
sample (Spearman's correlation, p<0.0001). Therefore, a higher 
number of invalid results from archived samples occurred as 
compared to freshly prepared samples, when the criterion of 
ACTB-CT ≤29 is applied.

Sample validity applying the ACTB-CT ≤29 criterion was 
determined using 84 freshly prepared Saccomanno-fixed 
samples. In the freshly prepared sample set, 4 out of the 84 
(5%) did not contain a cellular fraction after centrifugation 
and were excluded from further analysis. From the remaining 
80 samples valid results (ACTB-CT ≤29) were obtained from 
74 (93%) when analyzed with Epi proLung BL real-time PCR 
Kit.

Clinical performance evaluation. The intended use of the test kit 
was validated in a case control study comprised of 250 patients 
(125 cases and 125 controls). Saccomanno-fixed bronchial 
lavage samples from all study subjects were investigated for 
suspected lung cancer. The samples were processed by three 
different operators on different days using three different real-
time PCR instruments and kit lots. Valid results according to 
the instructions for use (ACTB-CT ≤29) were obtained from 
154 samples (79 controls, 75 cases). The assay allowed for the 
detection of 81% (95% CI 71-89%) of lung cancer patients at 

95% (95% CI 88-99%) specificity. Due to the age of the samples, 
a significant number of bronchial lavage samples (n=96) showed 
an ACTB-CT >29 which according the instruction for use estab-
lished for freshly prepared samples (as expected to be used in 
clinical routine) indicated an invalid sample. However, in order 
to increase the number of valid sample measurements in the 
clinical performance evaluation study, the ACTB-CT ≤29 crite-
rion for qualifying samples was set to ACTB-CT ≤31.5 and the 
performance recalculated for archived samples in this retrospec-
tive study only. Table III displays a summary of data from the 
clinical performance evaluation. With the modified ACTB-CT 
cut-off ≤31.5, 204 of 250 samples (82%) were qualified as 
valid, even though the samples were stored for up to 12 years. 
Out of the 204 valid samples, 100 samples were from cancer 
patients and 104 samples were from patients with benign lung 
disease (controls). No significant correlation between sample 
validity and any clinicopathological parameter and patient data 
was found. Out of 100 valid cancer patient samples, 78 samples 
showed ∆∆CT values below the cut-off value of 9.5 and were 
therefore classified as test-positive. Overall clinical sensitivity 
estimate for the modified cut-off therefore equals 78% (95% CI 
69-86%). Out of 104 valid controls, 100 samples showed ∆∆CT 
values above the cut-off of 9.5 and were therefore classified 
as test-negative. Overall clinical specificity estimate therefore 
equals 96% (95% CI 90-99%). Fig. 3B displays the ROC curve 
of the assay which resulted in an AUC of 0.94 (95% CI 91-98%). 
Sensitivity and specificity of the assay independent of a cut-off 
are shown in Fig. 3. A higher SHOX2 DNA methylation (lower 
∆∆CTs) can be found in bronchial aspirates from cases in 
comparison to the controls (Fig. 3A). The measured methylation 
in the whole population ranged from ∆∆CT = -0.22 to ∆∆CT = 
20.37 (Fig. 3A) shows that false-positive results (controls below 
the cut-off ∆∆CT = 9.5) can only be found in controls which 
are close to the cut-off. The probability of patients having cancer 
increases with higher DNA methylation (lower ∆∆CT) resulting 
in a higher specificity. No false-positives can be found for 
patients with a ∆∆CT below approximately 6 resulting in 100% 
specificity. Therefore, the specificity of the test can be increased 

Table III. Clinical performance.a

Histology Total Valid measurements Test-positive Test-negative Sensitivity Specificity

All cases 125 100 78   22 78% x
NSCLC (squamous cell carcinoma)   28   23 21     2 91% x
NSCLC (adenocarcinoma)   26   22 17     5 77% x
NSCLC (NOS)     9     9   7     2 78% x
SCLC   40   30 28     2 93% x
Carcinoma   16   11   4     7 36% x
Large cell carcinoma     2     1   0     1   0% x
Carcinoid     3     3   1     2 33% x
Malignant neoplasm     1     1   0     1   0% x
Controls 125 104   4 100   4% 96%

aHistology specific performance of the of Epi proLung BL Reflex Assay in a retrospective case control study comprised of bronchial aspirates from 
patients with suspected lung cancer. In total, 250 aspirates (125 controls, 125 cases) were analyzed. Valid results were obtained from 204 samples 
(104 controls, 100 cases).
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by using alternative cut-offs. Fig. 3 right shows the sensitivity 
and specificity in relation to alternative ∆∆CT values as cut-offs. 
The specificity increased while the sensitivity decreased when 
using lower ∆∆CT values as cut-offs.

The clinical performance with regard to the cytological 
results is shown in Table IV. Even among the samples with 
cytological negative results the test detected 63% of all cases. 
The number of detected cases is higher in the group of patients 
with positive or suspicious cytological results (95% and 86%, 
respectively).

Discussion

Lung cancer is a devastating disease and represents a major 
public health problem (1). Patients suspected of having lung 

cancer usually seek medical attention because of symptoms or 
are diagnosed accidentally through imaging methods which are 
done for other indications. These patients are normally further 
investigated by a CT scan of the thorax followed by bronchos-
copy. Cytological and histological specimens, such as biopsies 
and/or bronchial lavages, obtained during the bronchoscopy are 
used to confirm the diagnosis by the pathologist or cytologist. 
The CE marked in vitro diagnostic (IVD) test ‘Epi proLung 
BL Reflex Assay’ has been developed in order to allow for the 
confirmation of the presence of lung cancer based on analysis of 
bronchial lavage samples even when cytology results are nega-
tive or suspicious.

The test measures DNA methylation of the SHOX2 gene. 
Aberrant DNA methylation plays a major role in carcinogen-
esis (4,6,23,24). The SHOX2 gene is hypermethylated and 

Figure 3. Results of the clinical performance evaluation study. (A) SHOX2 
DNA methylation values measured in cases (grey) and controls (black). Low 
∆∆CT indicate a high SHOX2 DNA methylation. (B) Receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) and the resulting area under the curve (AUC). (C) Resulting 
sensitivity and specificity of the Epi proLung BL Reflex Assay when using 
alternative cut-offs for patient stratification. No false positive results can be 
found for patients with a ∆∆CT below approx. 6 resulting in 100% specificity.

Table IV. Clinical performance of Epi proLung BL Reflex Assay with regard to cytology (only valid samples according to 
Table III) in a retrospective case control study comprised of 250 patient samples.

Cytology Cases Controls Test-positive cases Test-negative controls
result total total [sensitivity (%)] [specificity (%)]

All 100 104 78   (78%) 96   (96%)
Unknown     1     4   1 (100%)   4 (100%)
Negative   48   96 30   (63%) 92   (96%)
Suspicious   14     4 12   (86%)   4 (100%)
Positive   37     0 35   (95%) -
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frequently amplified in tumors of the lungs (15). These accom-
panying effects qualify this biomarker for the diagnosis of 
lung cancer, especially when sensitive detection is needed, i.e. 
in plasma (14). The relative abundance of methylated SHOX2 
gene copies in bronchial aspirates obtained during bronchos-
copy are found to correlate with the presence of lung cancer 
(16). The determination of the relative amount of methylated 
SHOX2 is possible after extraction, conversion with ammo-
nium bisulfite (15) and purification of DNA from bronchial 
fluid specimens (15). The Epi proLung BL real-time PCR Kit 
detects the relative amount of methylated SHOX2 gene frag-
ments in a background of normal DNA in a real-time PCR 
assay based on TaqMan technology.

The results from the analytical performance indicate this test 
kit as a robust and reliable diagnostic test. Its ease to handle, the 
short time to result (<8 h) and the requirement of only standard 
laboratory equipment (i.e., centrifuge, thermomixer and AB 
7500 Fast Real-Time PCR System) allows for a smooth imple-
mentation of the test into the clinical routine. The intended use 
has successfully been validated in a case study, showing that the 
presence of lung cancer could be confirmed in 78% of cancer 
patients at a low false-positive rate (4%).

In conclusion, the methylation analysis of SHOX2 has been 
successfully validated to be a valuable biomarker for highly 
specific and sensitive lung cancer diagnosis. The assay is highly 
reproducible and did not show any interference with lung patho-
gens or substances commonly found in the respiratory tract of 
patients undergoing bronchoscopy. The test, which now bears a 
CE mark, may be used as an aid in the diagnosis of a malignant 
lung disease adjunct to other diagnostic procedures and support 
the decision process of clinicians in the workup of patients 
suspected to have lung cancer.
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